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Abstract
The most obvious way for a corporation to resist compulsory production of documents that contain evidence
of potential misconduct is to claim that production may tend to incriminate the company. Until recently, it
was assumed that corporations were entitled to claim the privilege against self-incrimination; the High Court
never having expressed a conclusive opinion on the question. In EPA v Caltex, however, a narrow majority of
the Court held that the focus of the privilege is to prevent abuses of personal freedoms and individual human
rights, and therefore, that the privilege has no application to corporate entities. It also endorsed a wide
interpretation of statutory powers to compel production. This note examines the Caltex decision and assesses
its implications for white-collar crime investigation and enforcement.
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’NO BODY TO BE KICKED
OR SOUL TO BE DAMNED’:

CORPORATE CLAIMS TO THE PRiViLEGE
AGAINST SELF-INCRIMINATION

By
Jan McDonald
Assistant Professor of Law"
Bond University

No murderer wants to hand her acc~er the wa~wa and smo~ng g~ or the
blood-s~ned ~fe. Sensible p~ple ~udge prov~ng ~e pros~ution
wi~ ~nhqg evidence ~d gene~y, the law ~ sympa~efic. ~e privilege
against self-incrimination protects individuals from facing ~e ’"cruel
~ilemma" of punishment for refusN to testify, punishment for ~uthful
tesmmony or N~. The privilege ~ most c~monly ~~ with the
right to silence at ~ial, but extends m ~e pr~ucfion of incriminating
documenm~ evidence. This is crificN in a business env~onment where
co~orations and their d~tors face heavy c~minN penalties for non-
compli~ce; ~d where S~te and F~e~l pollution con~ol, ~cupafionN
h~th ~d ~e~, co.rations, and ~~ leNslafion provides government
au~ofifies wi~ wide ~wers to comN1 pr~ucfion of d~umen~.

The most obvious way for a corporation to resist compulsory production
of documents that contain evidence of potentiN misconduct is to claim that
production may tend to incriminate the company. Until recently, it was
assumed that corporations were entitled to claim the privilege against selfo
incrimination; the High Comet never having expressed a conclusive opinion
on the question o In EPA v Caltex,~ however, a narrow majority of the Court

1

2

Environment Protection Aughority of New Sough Wales v Cattexo High Court of
Australia, 24 ~ber 93, per Mason CA and Toohey J, at p 27.
The question has been entertained by the High Court twice~ but both cases were
decided on ~ther grom~ds. In Pyneboard Pgy Lgy ~ Trade Practices Caw~n~dssion (1983)
152 CLR 328, the High Court did net decide the matter, b~t wag ’cxmtent to assume’
that the privilege was also available to corporations in Australia° L~ Controlled
Consu~tams Pgy LM ~ Com~issioner for Corporate Affairs (1984) 156 CI~ 385° a
High Court majority determined that the facts before it rendered it tmneceagary m
c~nsider the questi~ at a11o
High Court of Austrah’a, 24 December 93°
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held that the focus of the privilege is to prevent abuses of personal freedoms
and individual human rights, and therefore, that the privilege has no
application to corporate entities. It also endorsed a wide interpretation of
statutory powers to compel production. This note examines the Caltex
decision and assesses its implications for white-collar crime investigation
and enforcement.

The background to EPA v CMtex

The Caltex litigation started when the New South Wales Environment
Protection Authority’s predecessor’ served two notices on Caltex Refining
Pry Ltd, requiring it to produce documents relating to an alleged breach of a
permit condition. Caltex refused, and sought a direction from the Land and
Environment Court that it did not have to comply with the notices. The two
notices were identical; one was authofised by section 29(2)(a) Clean Wazers
Act 1970 (NSW), t_he other issued under the Rules of the Land and
Environment Court. The notices reqmred Caltex to provide the State
Pollution Control Commission with documents relating to alleged breaches
of the water pollution discharge permit for Calyx’ oil refinery at Km-’nell.
The sole purpose of the notices was to ob~n evidence against Caltex for use
in criminal proceedings that had already commenced.6 The alleged breaches
had occurred over a year before the State Pollution Control Commission
served Caltex with the notices.

Section 29(2)(a) of the Clean Waters Act 1970 permits an authorised officer
to require o

the occupier of any prer~Jses from wbJch pollutants are being or are usually
discharged into any" waters to produce to that authorised officer any reports,
l:~oks, plans, maps or documents relating to the discharge from the premises
of p~llutants into the waters or relating to any manufacturing, industrial or
trade process carried on those prerohses.

Justice Stein in the Land and Environment Court held that Caltex was
7

required to comply with the notices, but he submitted a number of questions
of law to the Court of C6m~inal Appeal regarding the validity of the notices,

4

5

6
7
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Corporate C~Nms to the Privilege Ag~nst ~ff-~n~m{na~

and in p~cu~ ~e av~bfli~y of ~ privilege ag~nst self-in.ruination ~
co.rations.

The deds~o~ ~n the C~u~ ~f Cr~m~na~ Appea~

The Court of Criminal Appeal had m decide fl~ree questions:

(i) was the privilege against selfoincrimination available to corporate
entities?

(ii) had the Clean Waters Act excluded the privilege by necessary
implication? and

(iii) was the notice issued pursuant to section 29(2)(a) valid?

The Court Of Cr:aninal Justice held that corporations could avail themselves
of the privilege against self-incrimination. It reasoned that:

(i) a corporation that bears the duties of citizenship should also be
entitled to the fighks thereof;

(ii) the privilege struck a balance ber~veen the powers of the State and the
rights of individual citizens; and

(~i) the privilege helped to maintain abe integrity of the accusatorial
system of cr~aninal justice by requirlmg ~e Crown to make out a case
before the accused is obliged m answer.

Although it decided that the pri~ilege extended to corporations, the Court
held that the broad wording of section 29(2) suggested that the privilege
against self-incrimination had been excluded by necessary implication. The
intent of the section was to enable authorities to ascer~in whether a~ offence
had been commit~A and to respond promptly to emergencies, which meant
that the authority had to have access to all relevant monitoring data etc.
Moreover, another section of the Clean Wagers Act specifically preserved the
privilege, but no equivalent saving had been applied to section 29.1°

The Cour~ Of Criminal Justice went on, however, to hold that even if the
privilege against self-incrimination had been excluded, Caltex was not
required to comply with the section 29(2)(a) notice because it. had been

8
9

10

1bid at 127 per Gleeson CJ, Mahoney JA and McLell~ad Jo
roid at 131-2, ci~kng Pyneboard Pry Lgd ~ Trad~ Prac¢ices Commissio~ (1982) t52 CLR
333, at 241-342, per Mason A-CA, Wilson J and Dawson J. The priviAege against ~elf-
inc~dmafion will only be excluded by necessary hnp~cafion where the object of the
statute giving the broad discovery powers is m ensure falt investigation of p~ssible
offences where relevant information is know~ by persons who conld not be expected to
provide such information e×cetx under a statutory obligation.
1bid at 131.



issued for an improper pu~,pose. The Court held that the scope of section
29(2) should be understood in the context of the objects of the Clean Waters
legislation as a whole,a2 Thus, the Court concluded that the provision was
designed to empower officers to investigate on-going activities, not to assist
the authority in gathering evidence of a b~h that had occurred over a year
ear1~er. ’~ To permit section 29(2) to be used for this purpose, the Court Of
Crkninal Justice held, would be to extend the evidence-gathering powers of
the Environmental Protection Authority beyond those conferred in the
procedures of the Land and Environment Court and remove the protections

14
conferred on an accused by those procedures°

On appeal the High Co~-~. reversed the decision of the New South Wales
Court Of Criminal Justice on ~e ques~on of p~vflege. ~ Co~ re~Aew~
au~on~es in ~e Unit~ ~gdom, New ~d, Can~, ~d the Umt~
Smt~~ ~d held by a 4:3 majority ~t ~~fions we~ not ~nfig~ ~ the

privileg~ agains~ self incrimination. In three sep~ate judgments, the
mNofi~ ~ac~ ~e hismfi~ foun~on for ~e privilege ~nd ex~N~ i~
m~em jus~q~fion, ~nclu~ng ~ Ne privilege w~ Nm~ at proofing
in~viduN figh~ ~d fr~oms, ~d Nat s~h a concern had no a~licafion m
co~ enuues. A c~fion h~ ’no ~y to ~ ~ck~ or so~ m ~
~n~’,=~ and theref~e d~s not r~uke Ne comm~ hw No~fion ~ ~e
privilege ~or~ m in~vidu~. In ~ng ~is view, the majofi~ a~pt~ the
position ~ha~ had been token by Murphy J in three earlier High court
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Ibid at 132.
Ibid.
Ibid at 130-1.
Ibid at 130-Z
In re Westinghouse Uranium C~racg [1978] AC 547 f~o~g Tr~tex Safeq G~
Co ~ ~cegay~ Saf~ G~s (19M) ~d [1939] 2 ~ 395, ~t
pf~ege ~ Br~h S~e~ v Gra~ Telev~n [1981] AC 1~, at 1
T~¢y [~31 AC 45 nt 53.
New ~a~M Apple aM Pear M~g~g B~rd :~ M~ger ~ So~
191.
Reg ~ Amway Corp (1989) 56 DLR (4~) 3~, at~ough

derision ~ R v Ba~ I~gr&s ~o. 1] 70 CCC (3d) 391 w~ held

~Ay ~ gimafi~ where ~he pfvflege is n~s~q ~ o~r m p~ khe ~e, ~ay or
gecufty of ~
Ha& v Hen~l (19~) 201 US 43.
Mas~ ~, T~ey, B~ ~d McHugh JL
B~m~m J, at 104 ~ Ng jud~ent
Per ~rd ~g ~, ~ Brig&h Steel ~ Gra~ T~&v&~ [1981] AC 1~ at t127
q~ by M~ ~ & T~y J at 18 ~ ~r #ad~t ~d McHugh J
judger, ~n Calgex.



Corporate C~aJrns to the Privilege AgNnst Seff-incriminaSon

decisions. In Pyneboard P~y LM v Trade Practices Commission Murphy J
identified the privilege against selfoincriminafion as part of the common law
of human fights that was based on a desire to protect personal fre~om and
human dlgmty. This meant that it could not be used by one person to
protect another and could not be claimed by an iodividt~al on behalf of a

24corporate entity. Adopting the dicta of Denning in Caltex, the majority also
argued pragmatically that allowing a corporate privilege against self-
incrimination would frustrate a legislative intention to control corporate
conduct, since prdof of corporate crime usually depended upon proof of
aocuments m me corporation s possession or power. Quoting w~gmore,
the majority in Caltex beld that the state-individual bala,~e would be dpped
unfairly in favour of corporations were the privilege to be extended to them,
because:

Groups frequently are powerful and their i11egal doings frequently are
provable only by their records; and ooo economic crimes (as contrasted with
corm-non law crimes) are usually not even discoverable without access to
busfiness records.

In dissent, Dearie, Dawson and Gaudron JJ endorsed the view of the Court
of Crh"ninal Appeal that the privilege against self-incrimination was available
to corporations. While the privilege had its origins in the Star Chamber’s
inqtfisitorial procedures, the minority believed that in modern society it was
an extension of the Crown’s burden of proving the guilt of the accused
beyond reasonable doubt=7 o ’an unequivocal rejection of an inquisitorial
approach. In order to maintain an appropriate balance between the people
and the State, the minority held that the privilege should be available to
corporate entities as well as individuals. The pragmatic desire to ensure that
legislative controls on corporate conduct were not frustrated should be
irrelevant to t~he Court’s formNation of the common law position. If there
were to be any erosion of common law principles, the minority considered
that this was best done by the legislature°

Dearie, Dawson an Gaudron JJ also considered the significance of
statutory attempts to either preserve or exclude the privilege. Referring to
provisions of the Corporations Law and the Australian Securities

22
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27
28

Rochfort v Trade Practices Commission (1982) 153 CLR 134 at 150 per Murphy J;
Pyneboard Pry LM v Trade Practices Commission (1983) 152 CLR 328 at 346-7 per
Murphy J; Controlled Consultants Pry Lid v Commissioner ~for Corpora¢~ Affairs
(1985) 156 CLR 385 at 395 per Murphy L
Pyneboard Pry LM v Trade Practices Commission (1982) 152 CLR 333 at 346 per
Murphy J.
1bid.
Brevm~-~ J at 14-5 of his judgment citing Wigmore on Evidence (McN8ughton rev.
1%1) Vol 8 par 2259b.
Ibid Wigmore on Evidence at 360-1.
At 11-12 and 21 of tlneir judgment.
At 19 of theirjudgmento
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Commission Act 1989 (Cth), the minority held that the fact that the
legislature has modified the privilege in some cases whilst preserving it in
others reflected an assumption by Parliament that the privilege currently
extends to corporations o2" On this point, Mason CJ and Toohey J countered
that Parliament’s mistaken view of a common law rule did not automatically
change that rule;~ legislation should only be understood to change a common
law rule by implication if the continued operation of the rule made the
legislative provisions unworkable, and this was not the case with the Clean
Waters Act.

(i[) PrM[ege against self-exposure to a civil pena~y

The four Justices who held that the privilege against self-incrimination did
not apply to corporations also considered the application of the little-used
privilege against self-exposure to a civil penalty. Mason CJ, Toohey and
McHugh JJ held that the same considerations apply to the so-called ’penalty
privilege’ as to the privilege against selfoincrimination: the focus on
individual freedoms precluded its extension to corporate entrees. Brennan
J, however, held that the free that could be imposed following a successful
prosecution was akin to a civil monetary penalty - the financial burden was
tbe same, regardless of whether the penalty is classified as civil or criminal~
o and the rationNe underlying the °penalty-privilege’ permitted its extension
to corporations.

Brennan J distinguished between the privilege against self-incN~aination,
which protected individuals’ freedom, and the privilege against selfo
exposure, which was based on the courts’ limitation of their own powers to
compel a defendant to furnish the evidence needed to establish its liability
for a penaltyo3~ The exercise of the Court’s powers did not depend on
whether the defendant was a corporation or a private individual.
Pyneboard, the majority held that a statutory provision requiring a person to
provide information could be qualified by the penalty privilege, but Brennan
J in Caltex took the view that the pevNty privilege should be limited to the
court-issued notice to produce. This was because the justification for the
privilege was limited to the ~;ope of a cotm’s powers. Brennan J noted that
the majority in Pyneboard had extended the penalty privilege to statutory
orders to provide information for the same reason ti~at they had extended the
privilege against selfoincNmination o as a ’bulwark of liberty’o~ Now that the
majority had held that a corporation could not claim the privilege against
selfoincrimination, Brennan J reasoned that the penalty privilege should be

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

At 26 of their judgment"
Mason CJ and Toohey J at 45 of t~heir judgment.
Mason CJ and Too~ney J at 42 of their judgmont, McHugh at 23 of his judgment.
At 21 of his judgme~.
At 23 of his judgment citing Monnins v Dom’ Mon~Jns (1973) 2 CLR 68 (21 ER 618)o
S~ 23-6 of Brerman J’s judgment.
Brepman J at 28 of his judgment, ci&-~g Pyneboard (1983) 152 CLR at 340-1o
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similarly limited.~

Corporate C]Nms to the Pdv~lege AgNnst Se~f-incrimina~Jon

Dearie, Dawson and Gaudron JJ did not discuss the penalty privilege
specifically. It may be inferred, however, that they would support its
extension to corporations for the following reasons:

(i) they recognised that the privilege against self-incrimination had
developed from the equitable principle that the Court of Chancery
would not order production of documents ’if to do so would have
exposed the party against whom discovery was sought to a penalty or
forfeiture’ ;3,

(ii) the case t.hey cited as authority for this principle was the same case
that Brennan J cited in support of the penalty privilege; and

(iii) the minority held that the privilege against self-incrimination did
extend to corporations.

If this inference is correct, it would appear that a 4:3 majority of the High
Court considered that Caltex would have been entitled to claim the privilege
against self-exposure to a civil penalty in relation to the notice to produce
issued under the Rules of the Land and Environment

The final order from the Caltex appeal states that in respect of the notice
issued under the Rules of the Lmqd and Environment Court

Caltex is entitled to either the privilege agaknst self-incrimination or the
privilege agah-~st self-exposure to a penalty in respect of t~he said notice°

This order conflicts with the ratio of the case - that t~he privilege against
selfoincriminafion does not enure for the benefit of corporations. Still, four
justices concluded that Caltex did not have to comply with the notice, and
without any comment from the minority on the privilege against selfo
exposure, it is difficult to rafionalise this outcome with the majority’s
decision on self-inc~"ainafiono

(iii) LegMative exclusion of the privilege by necessary implication

Having taken the view that corporate entities were entifled to the privilege
against self-incNmination, the minority found that, when read in context, t~here
was a clear legislative i~ntention to exclude the privilege in section 29(2)(a) of
the Clean Waters Act. This legislative intention was based on the express

36
37
38

Ibido
Deane, Dawson and Gaudron JJ, at 12 of their judgment~
Brennan J also held that s29(2)(a) e×cluded the privilege, although he went on to
conctude that the privilege would not have been availaNe to corporations anyway°
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inclusion of the privilege in another section and the creation of an offence for
failing to comply with a notice to produce. The minority therefore held that
Caltex would have to comply with the statutory notice provided it had been
validly issued. The majority’s conclusion that the privilege against self-
incrimination was not available for corporations meant that it d~d not have to
consider whether the privilege bad been excluded by the statute.

(iv) Validity of the section 29(2)(a) notice to produce

The majority that precluded Caltex from claiming the privilege against self-
incrimination held that t.he company should be required to comply with the
notice issued under section 29(2)(a)o In its view’, that notice was issued for a
valid purpose despite being for the sole purpose of gathering adverse
evidence. The majority reasoned that when the Court of Cr~aninai Appeal
held that the notice was invalid, it had assumed that tbe privilege against
self-incrimination was available to corporations. Mason CJ and Toohey J
held that, once it was accepted that a corporation could not claim the
privilege in response to a court-issued notice to produce, so that the
documents would have to be. supplied pursuant to that notice, there was no
reason to limit the scope of the section 29(2)(a) notice to purely investigative
proceedings: why should the powers of the Environment Protection
Authority’s to compel production be more limited under statute than
pursuant to the Rules of Court? Mason CJ and Toohey J aiso held that a
broad interpretation of the Environment Protection Authority’s powers under
section 29(2)(a) was more consistent with the p~se that the provision
sought to achieve, that is, effective pollution contrOl o

Brennan J held that while a statutory power to compel a person to give
testimony of facts relating to an offence with which the person stands
charged is inconsistent with a right to silence at the trial, and would
ordinarily be construed narrowly for this reason, section 29(2)(a) of the
Clean Wa~ers Act related oNy to the production of documents which were
already in existence and which spoke for themselves o~ As with Mason CJ
and Toohey J, Brennan J held that these documents coutd be searched for
and seized under a warrant if the statutory power were exhausted, so there
was no reason to restrict the statutory power.

Dearie, Dawson and Gaudron JJ interpreted section 29(2)(a) narrowly.
The minority held that the powers conferred on the Environment Protection
Authority should be limited to the administrative function of controlling
pollutiOno’1 Section 29(2)(a) extended to requiring a person to clean up
polluted waters, ensuring compliance with the Act, detecting offences, and
even gathering evidence for the purpose of commencing a prosecution, bu~ it

39
40
41

At 48 of their judgment.
Brerman J at t8-9.
Dearie, Dawson &qd Gaudro~ JJ at 31 ci&’~g Huddar¢ Parker & Co v Moore~ad (1909)
8 CLR 330.



Corporate C~Nms to the Privilege AgNnst Serf-incrimination

did not extend to collecting evidence to use against Calyx in a prosecution
that had akeady been launched. In the minority’s view, the language of
section 29(2)(a) referring to premises ’from which pollutants are being or are
usually discharged’ did not contemplate the t~se of that section to obtain
documents relating to a discharge that occurred twelve months previously.

(v) Availability of the privilege against self incrimination for
corporate officers

Most of the judgments in Caltex make oNy passing reference to the question
of whether individual corporate officers could claim a personal entitlement
to the privilege against self-incrimination when required to produce
documents on behalf of the company, anti.thereby StoP the company from
producing the documents.’~ This is obviously of enormous relevance in the
context of corporate crime generally because most statutes extend personal
liability to company officers for the acts of the company. It is paedcularly
important in respect of environmental crimes because so many State Acts
deem individual directors and managers to be liable for offences committed
by their company, subject only to a due diligence defence." McHugh J
examined the question of individual incrimination in detail and concluded
that while members ,of a corporation (and by extension its officers and
directors) may be adversely affected by the conviction of a corporation, they
themselves are not convicted.’5

It is true that company directors and managers are not automatically
prosecuted once the guilt of the company has been establish, because the
decision to prosecute is still at the discretion of the regulatory authority.
¥~ere, however, there are provisions like section 10 of the Environmenta~
Offences and Penalties Act 1989 (NSW), which state that it is not necessary
that the company actually be convicted in order to prosecute a corporate
officer on the basis of a statutory deeming provision, McHugh J’s reasoning
is less persuasive. There is clearly the possibility that a company officer
acting as the company’s representative could be compelled to provide
documents that incriminate the company and which incriminate her as well.
In such cases, the officer is not actually convicted when the company’s

42
43

44

45

Dearie, Dawson and Gaudron JJ at 30.
Mason CJ, Toohey J ~nd De~e at 14-6 of their judgment and Dawson and Gaudron JJ
(in dissent) at 15-6 refer to it ~Jy when discussing the position in the United States,
Brennan does not discuss the issue dkrectly, bat see 16 of hi~ judgment.
See eg Environm~ental Offences and Penalgies Act 1989 (as ~w~onded)(NSW) sl0;
Environment ProCec¢ion Ace 1978 (as ~rn~)(Nqctofa); Environment Protection Act
1993 (South Australia) s129; En~irov~nta~ Managemgng and Pdtu~ion Control Bill
1993 (Tasmania) s59; F~vironment Protection Bill 1993 (Qld) s136. Sim51~r de~a~ting
provisions appear in other ~ulatory regin~es, such as c~cupationM health ~ g~fety
(See, eg s50 Occupationd Healck and Safety Act 1983 (NSW)) and taxation (See sSY
Taxation Adrrdmistration Ac¢ 1953).
McHugh J at 26 of his judgment citing Roc~¢or¢ (t982) 153 CLR at t45.
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documents are produced, but could be quite easily. This, surely, would
violate their fundamental human rights and freedoms, which would offend
the majority’s reasoning in Caltex and the view taken in other recent
affm,aations of the privilege against self-incrimination."

In Canada, the privilege against self-incrimination contained in section
11(c) of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms Nas been held not to apply to
corporations because it refers to accused persons not being required to appear
as witnesses and corporations can never be witnesses. Section 7 of the Charter
provides that ’Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person and
the right not to be deprived of that except in accordance with the pNnciples of
fundamental justice’. This section has also been interpreted to provide
protection against compulsory production of selfoincrh-ninating evidence, in
circurnstances in which section 11(c) does not apply. In R v Bata Industries,
the Provincial Comet of Ontario applied the position taken in earlier cases and
held that section 7 does not protect corporations from self-incrimination,
unless it is necessary to protect the life, liberty or ~curity of a huma~ being.~

That is, the privilege will extend to corporations ff den~ing it to them would
effectively deny it to individual corporate officers. In future, such an
approach might be adopted in Austrafia ff it is considered that the denial of
corporate privilege is working a grave-injustice on individuals°

The Caltex decision is important in several respects. Most obviously, it
confirms that corporations can not claim the privilege against selfo
incrimination. The views of both the majority and minority on this issue are
appealing, but given the High Court’s apparen~t desire to limit the general
availability of other common law privileges, it ~s not surprising that a
restrictive interpretation prevailedo The majority’s historical view of the
privilege certainly supports its confinement to individuals. However, their
comments on the pragmatic need to assist legislative efforts at corporate
control do not sit well with the fact that they were seeking merely to declare
the common law position: it is curious that the common law has been
interpreted in order to accommodate prevailing government policyo On the
other hand, the minority’s focus on the burden of proof in our accusatorial
system of justice overlooks the economic, political and legal strength of

47
48
49
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Corporate Claims t~ the Privilege Against Self-incriminat~on

corporations relative to individual citizens and indeed, government authorities.

The disturbing question left unanswered by the judgment is the fate of
individual corporate officers who are compelled to produce documents as
representatives of the company. Acting as the company, they are unable to
claim the privilege against selfoincrinaination for themselves as individuals
because tbe privilege relates to se~f-incrimination. Now, they cannot resist
compulsory production in order to protect the company either. In spite of the
majority’s gYm-nation of the paramountcy of individual rights and freedoms,
the implications of their decision for corporate officers and directors are
likely to be extremely far-reaching.

The second significant aspect of the case may dilute the impact of the
ruling on the availability of the privilege against self-incrimination to
corporations. If the comments of the minority can be read to accord with
Brennan J’s views, the case entrenches the availability of the privilege
against selfoexposure to a civil penalty to corporations, at least in respect of
orders for discovery° It is hard to see why the privilege against selfoexposure
to a civil penalty should be treated any differently from self-incrimination,
especially where the ’penalty’ results from a criminal prosecution° Indeed,
Brennan J’s conclusion that criminal fines are in fact civil penalties for the
purpose of the privilege seems to beg the question over the differences
between the two privilegeso Brennan J thought that the penalty privilege
originated from the Court of Chancery’s traditional refusal to compel
production solely to assist one party in recovering a penalty or forfeiture
from the other rested° But this practice was presumably founded on notions
of fairness and, as the majority in Pyneboard acknowledged, as a
’fundamental bulwark of liberty’ o considerations that may not be relevant to
corporate conduct°

The decision also supports the High Court’s trend towards expansive
interpretation of statutory powers of investigation and production in respect
of white-collar crime, and their exclusion of common law privileges by
necessary lmpllcatlono According to the majority, the Environment
Protection Authority could compel production of documents for any purpose
relating to enforcement of the Clean Waters Act, even once a prosecution
had been commenced. State and Commonwealth statutes in a range of areas -
trade practices, taxation, corporations law - arm the relevant regulatory
aut~horities with powers at least as wide as those conferred on the New South
Wales Environment Protection Authority° Even the minority who would
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have upheld the privilege in respect of corporations took the view that the
privilege had been excluded by irnpficafion ~n the Clean Waters Act.

The decision is l~kely to have repercussions well beyond questions of
pollution control because it supports government law enforcement efforts ~
most areas of corl~rate regulation without any appraisal of the utility or
faLrness of that regulation or its impfieations for ~d~viduals. It leaves the
corporate communit)" with an unenv~le choice between lobbying for the
enactment of statutory protection, implementing rigorous record retention
policies, and ensuring that in the event of documents being seized, the
company’s activities are proveA to be beyond reproach.
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